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Chapter 491: The grassland that was built in 15 days! Suddenly slapped in the face by a horse!_3 

 

The position structure of the villa had also been perfected. Several people who had been promoted to 

managers had also been announced. Moreover, after the announcement, many employees in the villa 

were very enthusiastic. 

Because in addition to the manager position, there were many positions for supervisors and foremen. 

These were all opportunities. 

Those who were motivated knew that this was the best opportunity to improve and they had to perform 

well. If they missed this opportunity, it would be much more difficult to improve in the future if all the 

positions were filled. 

Of course, if he didn’t do anything when such an opportunity was right in front of him, he could only be 

a salted fish for the rest of his life. 

“Sit. Does this suit you?” Qin Lin asked with a smile as he let Lu Yong sit down at the tea table. 

my logistics department contacted them ourselves. If they don’t fit, wouldn’t I be smashing my own 

feet? ” Lu Yong said with a face full of smiles. It could be seen that he was also very satisfied with his 

current job. 

Linlin Manor’s Logistics manager’s base salary was not as high as the blue ocean group’s. After all, the 

salary class in you city and Ming city could not be compared. However, the manor had commissions and 

bonuses. When added together, the salary was definitely far higher than that of the blue ocean Group. 

Now, he also planned to bring his wife and daughter to you city, buy a house there, and settle down in 

Linlin villa. 

Linlin villa didn’t only have the position of purchasing manager. At the top management, other than the 

boss’s Chairman position and the lady boss’s CEO position, the General Manager, director, and Vice 

President positions were also empty. 

He knew that these positions would not be taken up in the short term. 

this was also an opportunity for the managers. as long as they showed their ability, they would have a 

chance, and the opportunity would be bigger than those companies that had been developing for a long 

time. 

If no one was up to the task, then it would only benefit outsiders. 

Therefore, it was time for him to work with 120% of his spirit. 

He had to fight for it. 



Lu Yong also didn’t forget his purpose for coming over early in the morning and reported, ” Chairman 

Qin, the first batch of animals will arrive tomorrow. There are 55 horses, adult horses, young horses, and 

stallions. We have to make the necessary arrangements at the villa. 

“En!” Qin Lin nodded, then picked up his phone and called Zhang Guizhu. 

After a while, Zhang Guizhu came over with a few people, including a middle-aged woman, a young 

woman, and two young men. 

All four of them were wearing white coats, but they were veterinarians instead of human doctors. 

With so many animals coming in to the ranch, veterinarians were naturally indispensable. Whether it 

was for the animals ‘daily examinations, treatment, fertility, and other problems, veterinarians were 

needed. 

Although the seller had a quarantine certificate for the animals this time, they couldn’t trust them 

completely. The ranch’s own veterinarian had to check them again. 

They would only sign and pay the rest of the money after confirming that there were no problems. 

In the future, when the ranch was expanded, four veterinarians might not be enough. 

These four veterinarians were now included in the pet health Department, and Zhang Guizhu was the 

supervisor. Now that two more pet breeders had been recruited, Zhang Guizhu could also take care of 

them. 

“Boss, everyone’s here.” Zhang Guizhu said. 

Qin Lin nodded and said, ” the first batch of 55 horses will come in tomorrow. You have to check them 

carefully. You can only enter the farm after you’re sure that there are no problems. 

Zhang Guizhu nodded. boss, I understand. Everyone will guard the checkpoint well. There will be no 

problems. 

The next day. 

When the 55 horses were about to arrive, Zhang Guizhu was already waiting at the entrance of the 

ranch with some people. There were also some inspection equipment next to them. 

There was also a special entrance to the ranch area. There was also a road that had been built on the 

National Highway. This road was not open to tourists and was a special passage for the ranch area. 

Qin Lin and Zhao Moyu also waited at the entrance of the ranch first, along with Lin Fen, who was 

holding wangcai’s hand. 

Whether it was Zhao Moli or Lin Fen, they were both looking forward to it. 

They had never seen real horses before, let alone 55 of them at once. If they were put together, it would 

be a herd. 

The staff of the ranch, especially the people in charge of raising the animals, were all here. 

Soon, they saw a fleet of cars driving into the entrance of the ranch. 



when the car stopped, the neighing of horses could be heard from inside. 

Wangcai heard the sound and rushed over. It stood up on its legs and looked inside the car. It seemed to 

have completely forgotten the lesson that the big white duck had taught it. 

At this time, Zhang Guizhu also came forward with four veterinarians and the ranch staff and began to 

check the horse. 

A middle-aged man came down and asked Qin Lin and the others, ” “May I know which one of you is 

boss Qin of Linlin Manor?” 

“I am!” Qin Lin said to the other party. 

The middle-aged man hurriedly stepped forward and shook Qin Lin’s hand.”Boss Qin, I’m Lin Zhen, the 

tamer of the tanar animal husbandry Center. The reason I accompanied this batch of horses here is to 

help you pacify the mood of this batch of horses. This is to prevent them from being anxious and not 

eating, which will cause unnecessary diseases.” 

“sorry to trouble you, mr. lin.” Although Qin Lin knew that the dog tooth grass in the ranch had the +2 

attribute of being liked by animals and would not cause any anxiety or the like, he still politely replied to 

Lin Zhen. 

Lin Zhen smiled and said, ” it’s no trouble. This is what I should do. I will also help boss Qin train two 

tamers. In the future, if this batch of horses is anxious, they can deal with it. 

Soon, the horses that Zhang Guizhu and the others found to be fine were unloaded and led by the staff 

of the ranch into the ranch. 

when lin zhen saw this, he also invited qin linchao into the farm. as he walked, he said,”President Qin, 

it’s impossible for a Ranch to not have a trainer, or rather, a trainer is the most important thing.” 

He even pointed at the horses that were brought in and said, ” for example, these horses took some 

time to be quarantined, and another period of time to be transported here. They are actually very 

anxious. When they just arrive at the ranch, they will not eat anything, and the trainers need to groom 

them. 

However, as he was speaking, Lin Zhen’s words got stuck in his throat. After the horses were led into the 

farm, they suddenly jumped for joy. Then, in front of Lin Zhen, they lowered their heads and began to 

gnaw on the freshly grown dog tooth grass. They ate with great relish, clearly attracted by the grass 

produced by the system. 

“Wawa.” Lin Zhen was immediately stunned as he felt his face inexplicably burning. 
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Lin Zhen’s face was filled with embarrassment as he looked at the few horses that had lowered their 

heads to eat the grass the moment they entered the farm. 



he was just talking about how they might be so anxious that they wouldn’t eat when they just arrived at 

a place. this action was too disrespectful. 

The few horses did not care about Lin Zhen’s face. They happily ate and even chirped. Clearly, they were 

very satisfied with the grass. 

The staff released the reins, and they jubilantly jogged around on their four limbs, expressing their joy. 

This was obviously the effect of the +2 animal liking attribute of the grade 2 dog tooth grass. 

One of the ponies even laid down after running for some distance. Its head and body rubbed against the 

dense patch of dog tooth grass, completely ignoring the feelings of the grass below it. 

there was no trace of anxiety or uneasiness in this. 

“These horses should belong to the optimistic type, just like how there are always optimistic people 

among humans.” Lin Zhen said somewhat awkwardly. 

What could he say when he encountered such an exceptional horse? It could only be said to be too 

coincidental. 

At the same time, a few more horses that had passed the inspection were led in by the ranch staff. 

Lin Zhen immediately looked at these horses. It can’t be that every horse is an optimistic person right? 

It was time for him to show off. 

However, something that shocked Lin Zhen happened. After these horses were led in, they were just like 

the previous ones. They lowered their heads and began to gnaw on the grass. They chirped happily. 

“???”Lin Zhen felt that something was amiss. 

Was this another happy-go-lucky horse? 

Most importantly, he had only casually mentioned that he was happy with the situation. There was no 

such thing as happy with the situation. 

this was very illogical. 

The quarantine had been so long, and the horses had been transported for such a long distance. How 

could they not be anxious? How come he didn’t feel anxious after changing to a new environment? 

This was a situation that would occur when artificially bred animals felt insecure in a new place. 

soon, the third batch of horses that had passed the inspection came in. 

Lin Zhen was still filled with anticipation, but this batch of horses did not give him any face. They started 

to eat the grass in front of him again before running towards the horses that had entered earlier and 

chirping. 

“that’s impossible!” lin zhen muttered to himself. 

The behavior of these horses was really making him more and more embarrassed. 



After that, more than 20 horses were sent in after the inspection. Without exception, every horse was 

attracted by the quality 2 dog tooth grass. 

The +2 attribute of being liked by herdsmen made these horses sincerely like this new home as soon as 

they came in. 

“wanwan” lin zhen had gradually become numb. after being in the industry for so many years, this was 

the first time he had encountered such a situation. 

But no matter what, there should be one that was anxious and restless. 

There should be one that was normal, right? 

as long as one of them was normal, he would have a chance to save his dignity. 

However, the truth was a blow to him. After 55 horses were checked and sent in, he waited for some 

normal horses to not appear. 

The 55 horses were gathered together, chirping, rubbing against each other, or lowering their heads to 

eat the quality 2 dog tooth grass. It was a happy scene. 

The staff went over and led them to the race track. The horses were not afraid, and instead walked with 

light steps. 

The ranches were divided into different areas, and different animals were raised in different areas. They 

were all surrounded by fences. 

Naturally, the horses would be kept in the area near the race track. 

Lin Zhen looked at the 55 horses being led away and said in a daze,”Boss Qin, this Richard’s group of 

horses seems to be very optimistic.” 

master lin, i’ll still have to trouble you to help train a few disciples. tamers are very important to the 

ranch. ” Qin Lin could see Lin Zhen’s awkwardness, but he also knew that the horses were like this 

because of the dog tooth grass. 

Therefore, he also acknowledged that tamers were indeed very important to the ranch. It was still 

necessary to train two of them as backup, just in case. 

“thank you, boss qin.” lin zhen said with a trace of gratitude. boss qin was giving him a way out. 

however, he knew in his heart that there was something wrong with this batch of horses. this made him 

rack his brains to think of all kinds of possibilities. 

Moreover, he thought of a possibility, because this batch of horses was the first batch of horses that the 

animal husbandry Center had cultivated using a new breeding method. 

It seemed that the horses raised in this way had more perfect personalities and were naturally happy-

go-lucky. 

This kind of horse was liked by all the ranches and ranchers. This meant that the horses in their livestock 

Center were more valuable. They could raise the price! 



He had to report this to his boss immediately. 

However, he still had to complete the quest in Linlin Manor. 

In the following time, Qin Lin brought Lin Zhen to the race track. 

In the next two days, Lin Zhen also directly trained a few employees in the ranch. 

Qin Lin also took a look at the other party’s training and realized that Lin Zhen was indeed capable. He 

had benefited a lot from some knowledge about animal domestication and pacifying. 

Comforting animals was not only useful when the animals were restless or on a hunger strike, but it 

could also please the horses and make them happy. 

Without the Restless horses, he could only let the employees please the horses. 

Qin Lin entered the game and tried all the things that Lin Zhen had said on the little lion. He realized that 

the little lion was indeed enjoying it after being comforted and kept rubbing its head against him. 

The little lion had grown so big that it was taller than him. It was a real night jade lion. 

although the mechanism of bound pets was different from that of ordinary breeding animals, the 

growth rate was still very fast. 
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When the little lion rubbed against him, its head was already lowered. 

While Lin Zhen was training the Linlin Manor’s employees, he was also observing the group of horses. As 

expected, they did not show any signs of anxiety. 

This was simply perfect. 

The more he thought about it, the more likely his guess was. 

Of course, a trainer couldn’t be trained in just two days. The employees of the ranch could only be 

regarded as apprentices at the beginning, and they had to rely on long-term practice later. 

Naturally, he added him on WeChat when he left. If the ranch encountered any problems, they could ask 

him for help, and the cost would be extra. 

After receiving this batch of horses, the animals ordered by Linlin Manor arrived in succession. 

Lin Lanzi had already started to lead the people from the media department to work on the ranch. They 

captured videos of those animals and used them as publicity material. 

Among the first batch of animals, more than 60 peacocks entered the ranch. 

Peacocks were paired with a male and a few females, which meant that there was a man with many 

wives. 



As such, only 15 of the 60 peacocks were able to spread their feathers. 

Moreover, this batch was blue peacocks, a class two protected animal in the country. They were the 

most beautiful breed of peacocks that could be bred. All of them were more than 2.3 meters long, with 

a tail of about 1.7 meters. The top of their heads was emerald green, and their blue-green Crown was 

sharp. 

When Qin Lin saw this batch of blue peacocks, he immediately felt that their feathers were particularly 

long and the tail was bright and beautiful. It was indeed not comparable to the blue peacocks he had 

seen before. 

now that the first batch of animals has arrived, I’ve also come up with a specific project plan for the farm 

area. We’ll discuss it again when the time comes. Zhao moyin and Qin Lin said as they watched the 

green peacocks being led to Kong Neset, who was building the ranch. 

“yes.” Qin Lin responded. The way of running a Ranch was different from the villa, and it had to be 

clearly planned before the ranch was opened. 

However, looking at this batch of peacocks, he remembered something. After the ranches were 

upgraded, he could still build Kong nesté and Pigpen. 

Putting aside the pigsty, even if he had not seen a pig run, he had still eaten pork. 

Now that the peacocks from the ranch had arrived, he wanted to see what kind of peacocks the game 

would rear. 

So, when he returned to his office, the first thing he did was to look at the game in his mind. He 

controlled his character to go to the farm and chose to build Kong Neset. 

Kong nesté was different from a Duck House. It was not built with pure wood, but with a special ceiling, 

a net, and some things that peacocks liked as cushions. It could raise 20 peacocks at the same time. 

After Kong Neset’s construction was completed, Qin Lin immediately controlled his character to go to 

the ranch shop and buy the peacock Cubs. 

There were three types of peacocks in the NPC store. 

There was a type of green peacock, which was considered a noble among peacocks. It was a class 1 

protected animal in the country. This group had always been very small and private breeding was not 

allowed. 

The first type was the blue peacock, which was similar to the ones that the villa had bought. Although it 

was a second-class protected animal in the country, the breeding technology of the blue peacock was 

more mature, and it could be artificially bred. The approval documents were also simple. 

Perhaps many people had seen Short Video of people eating peacock meat on the internet. Some 

people even said that peacocks were protected animals and could not be eaten. The person who posted 

the video was lying, and so on. 

In fact, those blue peacocks were man-made. They were edible and delicious. 



however, when qin lin saw the last peacock, he subconsciously clicked to buy it. 

[ white peacock Cub ] 

[ this is a mutant blue peacock’s Cub. Its entire body is white, its feathers are of no mixed colors, and its 

eyes are light red. It is a Peacock species with a very good view. After it grows up, it will have special 

attributes. ] 

“It’s actually The White Peacock!” Qin Lin was surprised. When he was in University, he had gone to a 

Zoo with Zhao Moyi and saw white peacocks. 

It was said that white peacocks were very rare, and that Zoo was the only one in the entire city that had 

white peacocks. 

Moreover, The White Peacock was extremely beautiful, even more so than the green and blue peacocks. 

It was as white as snow, like a fairy in white. 

the most important thing was that the white peacock was a mutated blue peacock species, which was 

also of blue peacock quality. although it was rare, it could be sold and bred legally as long as it was 

brought to the city-level relevant procedures. 

He would have to ask his brother Li Kai or Li Qing for help. After all, these things needed official 

approval. If he were to apply for it himself, the source would be a problem. 

When the time came, he would just say that there was a problem with the seller’s procedures and that it 

would be troublesome to handle. With Li Kai and Li Qing’s character, they wouldn’t ask too much. 

I’ll help you with such a small matter. 

On the other hand, all the items from the game had special attributes. 

He just didn’t know what kind of attribute The White Peacock would have. 

It would be a pain in the ass if he didn’t add it to the taste and texture attributes. 

Thinking of this, Qin Lin directly clicked and bought 20 white peacock Cubs, which were exactly 5 males 

and 15 females. The distribution was still one husband and three wives. 

The growth cycle of The White Peacock produced by the game NPC was not long. After only two days, 

the system prompted that it had been raised to adulthood. 

qin lin immediately found the big iron cage that contained the blue peacocks in the villa. then, he went 

to the warehouse and entered the game farm. 

The White Peacock was a farm animal, so it had a different mechanism from a bound pet. 

When a bound pet reaches adulthood, it will not age and die, just like game characters and NPCs. 

If the bred animals were not sold, they would be affected by the breeding mechanism. They would age 

and die. Therefore, the earlier they were brought out of the game, the better. Otherwise, the longer 

they were left in the game, the more they would age and affect their fur. 

? 
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Wouldn’t it affect the beauty of this white peacock that was used for viewing if its feathers were not 

good? 

“Aowuu!” 

“Aowuu!” 

Qin Lin had just entered the peacock’s nest when he heard the cries of the White peacocks. 

One by one, the male peacocks walked around with elegant steps. A few of them had already opened 

their tails to show off their elegance. 

qin lin immediately stepped forward and grabbed a male peacock with its tail spread out. 

The male peacock cried out at it as if it was protesting and trying to struggle, but Qin Lin, who had eaten 

two fruits of the tree of strength, was holding it in his hands. 

Qin Lin also saw the peacock’s note: 

white peacock (male): Grade 2 ” 

[ this is an elegant mutated Peacock. It has snow-white fur and is a very rare Peacock species: Taste +2, 

deliciousness +2, aesthetic +2, elegance +2, entry +2 ] 

The White Peacock’s remarks even had male and female. 

However, the attributes of the remarks made Qin Lin’s head fill with black lines. 

Taste +2, deliciousness +2, these two attributes really came. 

Fortunately, it had the attributes of +2 for aesthetic,+2 for elegance, and +2 for entry. Otherwise, the 

final destination would probably be the dining table. With these three attributes, it meant that the 

aesthetic value was extremely high, and it was also nice to take photos and videos. This was not 

something that the green peacocks bought in the villa could compare with. 

qin lin put down the male peacock and then picked up a female peacock to check on her. 

white peacock (female): Grade 2 ” 

[ this is an elegant mutated Peacock. It has snow-white fur and is a very rare Peacock species: Taste +2, 

deliciousness +2, aesthetic +1, elegance +1, entry +1 ] 

if it wasn’t for the last three +1 attributes, the female peacock would have really put all her attributes on 

the table. 

Moreover, the last three attributes were not as good as the male peacock’s +2 attribute. It was probably 

just that it could not spread its tail. 

However, with these 3 + 1 attributes, he was still stronger than an ordinary Peacock in the real world. 



Qin Lin knew the remarks of these white peacocks and immediately took them out of the game and 

locked them in cages. 

There were already more than 60 blue peacocks in the farm, so the 20 white peacocks were enough. 

After all, the farm had a limited area for peacocks. 

Qin Lin drove the 20 peacocks to the farm in a truck. He called Yang Dong and asked him to bring a few 

peafowl caretakers out. 

Although Yang Dong was not promoted to manager and was still a supervisor, other than being in charge 

of the duck house, he was also in charge of areas such as the rabbit House, chicken house, and Kong 

nesté. 

After all, he was a technical staff, not a professional manager. 

This was also a chance for him. As long as he did a good job, he could be the manager of the rearing 

Department in the future. 

A moment later, Yang Dong brought a few Peacock breeders from Ming city to the front of the car. 

“Boss, I’ve brought them.” 

“There are 20 peacocks in the car. Take them to the peacock area,” Qin Lin ordered. 

“En!” yang dong nodded and instructed the zookeepers to get to work. 

The Breeders also walked toward the car. They weren’t too curious about the peacocks. After all, the 60 

blue peacocks in the farm were second class protected animals in the country. At most, there would be 

20 more blue peacocks. 

This was a huge number. Even if it was a second class protected animal, there was not much difference 

between 50 and 100. 

However, when these breeders saw the 20 white peacocks, their eyes lit up and their hearts were no 

longer calm. 

oh my, it’s a white peacock. They’re so beautiful ... 

“Boss, where did you get this white peacock? this kind of Peacock is very rare.” 

” boss, these peacocks are so beautiful. with them, our kong nest will become very famous. ” 

“......” 

As peacocks, they naturally knew how rare white peacocks were. Furthermore, they also realized that 

these white peacocks were extraordinarily beautiful. They were much more beautiful than the White 

peacocks they had seen before. 

Even Yang Dong was attracted by the voices of the Breeders. When he got to the front of the car, he was 

surprised to see the White peacocks with snow-white bodies. These peacocks were really beautiful. 

Qin Lin handed the White peacocks to Yang Dong and a few peacocks ‘caretakers. The next step was to 

go through the rearing procedures for these peacocks. 



Therefore, he went straight to Li Kai and told him about The White Peacock. Naturally, he used the 

excuse that there were some problems with the seller’s procedures. 

As expected, Li Kai didn’t ask too much and directly said, ” Brother Qin, you don’t have to rely on my 

family’s connections for this. I know the relevant departments in Ming city. I’ll just send an application in 

the name of Linlin laboratory. It’ll be fine as long as it’s a special breeding experiment. 

you must know that the Linlin laboratory has the ‘Chinese Academy of Sciences cooperative unit’ sign 

issued by the higher-ups. Special things are handled differently. It’s just a few white peacocks. The 

people in Ming city will give them face ... 

“Then we’ll do as old brother li says.” Qin Lin didn’t expect the token from Minister Lu to have such a 

function, but since Li Kai said so, it must be fine. 

” well, i want to contact them and send an application to them to send someone over to register and 

then do the quarantine, ” said wang yao. Li Kai said as he took out his phone to look for a number. 

He remembered that one of his classmates was the person in charge of this Department. 

“Old brother Li, I’m afraid you’ll have to add a White Horse to the procedure,” Qin Lin suddenly said. 

“En!” Li Kai nodded and didn’t ask further. 

It’s just the procedure of having one more horse. It’s a small problem. 

Besides, there were already 55 horses in the ranch. What was so strange about that? 

To be honest, there were many organizations and scenic spots in Ming city that wanted to breed some 

things. If the procedures were not easy to handle, they would also use human relations. 

After Qin Lin finished speaking, he immediately looked at the game in his mind. 

This was because the mayor of ore town, Thomas, had suddenly appeared again and triggered the plot 

dialogue: 

[ I didn’t expect you to have raised the little guy to such an age. If the town holds a horse race in the 

future, you can ride it to participate in the race. Before that, take it to the pet merchant to buy a set of 

saddle and harness. He also has horse riding skills! ] 

After Thomas said that, he left as usual, as if his task was to inform him that he had met the conditions 

to trigger the new function of the pet merchant. 

Previously, he had gone to the pet merchant to buy squirrel house and pet healing potions. There was 

no saddle or equipment on the list for sale, nor was there any horse riding skill for sale. 

This time, he controlled his game character to take the White Horse lion cub to the place where the pet 

merchant was. He talked to the pet merchant and clicked on the list of items available for purchase. 

There were already saddles and horse gear for sale. 

Moreover, he also saw the horse riding skill that Thomas had mentioned on the list! 

[ horse-riding skill, rider experience book. Purchase? ] 



? 
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A skill experience book meant that it could be used in the game, just like the egg-fried rice skill 

experience book and fish cooking skill experience book. 

Qin Lin decisively controlled his game character to buy the horse-riding skill experience book. Then, he 

chose to buy a saddle, horseshoe, and horse rope from the purchase list. 

[ do you want to equip your horse with a harness? ] 

The conversation with the pet merchant after the purchase appeared again. 

He decisively chose ‘yes’. 

the harness could protect both the horse and its owner. 

For example, the saddle. Without it, the owner’s balls would be at risk of breaking. 

some people said that nailing horseshoes to a horse was cruel, but these people didn’t know that 

without horseshoes, the cuticles of a horse’s hooves could be seriously ground. 

Many horses were injured because they didn’t have horseshoes and stepped on sharp stones or objects, 

and then they died. 

A moment later, a two-dimensional screen appeared in the game. The pet merchant was seen fiddling 

with the little lion’s harness and then putting it on the little lion’s body. 

After the game screen returned to normal, the pet merchant’s conversation was heard again: 

[ your horse has already been equipped with its harness. After learning the skill, try to run with it! That 

was when it was the happiest! 

After the conversation ended, the pet merchant ignored him and returned to being an NPC merchant 

who only knew how to sell things. 

Qin Lin naturally didn’t want to pay any more attention to the pet merchant. He controlled his game 

character and took the little lion back to the ranch. 

Li Kai had also contacted the student from the relevant Department. After a short chat, he said, ” 

“Brother li, it’s done. I’ll go to the laboratory and send an application to the other party.” 

After Li Kai left for Lin Lin’s laboratory, Qin Lin immediately returned to his office and locked the door. 

He then entered the game to check out the horse-riding skill experience book. 

* Chirp! * * Chirp! * 

The little lion’s cheerful cry sounded in his ear. As soon as he entered the game, the little lion’s head 

rubbed against him. 



Qin Lin hurriedly patted the little lion and comforted it. Then, the first thing he looked at was the horse-

riding skill experience book. 

[ this is a special riding skill book. After using it, you can gain experience on horse riding: Affinity with 

horses +1, horse riding +1, posture +1 ] 

The skill experience book’s remarks were very simple. Like the egg-fried rice and fish skill experience 

books, it had additional attributes. 

Needless to say, his ability to get close to the horse was to make the horse not afraid of him and willing 

to get close to him. This was probably a divine attribute to a horse tamer. 

In ancient times, if a general wanted to get a good warhorse, he first had to tame the fierce horse he 

liked. If it had this attribute, the horse might run over on its own without having to tame it. 

Riding a horse +1 went without saying. The process of a Knight riding a horse was riding a horse, which 

could complement the riding experience. 

As for posture +1, it didn’t seem to have any effect. Handsome riding posture? 

No matter what, Qin Lin was eager to try. 

[ do you want to use the horse-riding Knight skill experience book? ] 

He was decisive. 

just like the previous skill experience book, as he used this skill experience book, a stream of information 

instantly poured into his mind. 

This information included many horse-riding skills, horse-riding techniques, and various strategies to 

deal with horse-riding. This information was deeply engraved in his memory. 

there was also the familiar muscle memory from before, as if he had experienced countless training. 

“Chirp, chirp!” 

“chirp, chirp!” 

The little lion was still happily calling out. As a bound animal, it was obviously very happy to be 

accompanied by its master. Moreover, in this game, it was alone, so it was obviously a little lonely. 

Qin Lin looked at the little lion. After receiving the Knight skill experience book, he walked to its side and 

easily flipped onto the saddle. 

His actions were familiar and he did as he wished. 

Then, he looked at the saddle with rapt attention. 

The saddle was very comfortable to sit on. In the past, his rich second-generation classmate had taken 

him to Marseilles to learn how to ride a horse, but the saddle of that saddle was not so comfortable. 

[ saddle: Grade 1 ] 



[ this is a saddle made by a game merchant. The manufacturing skills are superb: Knight comfort +1, 

horse comfort +1 ] 

Obviously, this was also a good thing. 

“Chirp, chirp!” 

“Chirp, chirp!” 

When the little lion saw its master on its back, it cried out happily, as if to say, ” You’re finally willing to 

ride me. 

Then, the little lion started to run happily. 

Qin Lin hurriedly grabbed the horse’s rope. At the same time, the little lion seemed to have sensed 

something and its four limbs suddenly sped up, getting faster and faster. 

In an instant, Qin Lin could feel the wind blowing against his face getting stronger and stronger, because 

the little lion was getting faster and faster. He could even feel that the little lion was very excited and 

happy. 

It was the first time it had run so recklessly with its master. 

this was probably the legendary unity of horse and horse, where the master could feel the horse’s 

emotions. 

As the little lion’s speed increased, Qin Lin also felt the increasingly uncontrollable jolts and tension. 

If an ordinary person were to ride a horse at this speed, they would probably fall off or be too scared to 

move. 

In the past, he and his dormitory mate had been taken to the horse track by that rich second-generation 

classmate to learn how to ride a horse, but he had never dared to ride a fast horse alone. 
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But now, he was riding on the lion cub’s back, and all the cells in his body were boiling. This was a 

Knight’s pursuit and desire for speed. 

Soon, the lion cub’s speed began to slow down. 

They had to slow down at the bend. 

Although the ranch in the game had reached 100 acres in real life after it was expanded, it was still 

round and had a small diameter. 

to let a thousand li horse run unscrupulously, it would probably need to be more than 200 mu, and it 

would need to be oval in shape with a long diameter. 



As soon as the speed dropped, the little lion seemed to be a little disappointed, probably because it had 

not reached its fastest speed yet, and it was not happy to run with its master. 

It was like a man and a woman secretly fighting under the bed. The space limited their movements and 

it was not satisfying at all. 

Qin Lin felt the little lion’s emotions again and immediately made up his mind to take it out of the game. 

The horse racing field on Linlin’s Ranch was 300 mu, which was oval in size and long in diameter, so the 

little lion could run happily. 

As a night illumination jade lion, it should have a stable where it could run as it pleased. 

qin lin stopped the little lion and comforted it. then, he exited the game and returned to the office. 

Just as he was about to go to the warehouse to take the little lion out of the game, he saw Zhao Moyu 

coming to him with a document. “Hubby, take a look at this list.” 

Qin Lin took it and looked at it. It was a list of business projects after the opening of the ranch. 

The ranches ‘management would also be Linlin Manor’s top priority. 

The operations within the villa, after many events and gimmicks, as well as the accumulated credibility 

and reputation, had reached 5000 customers in the future even without any events, 400 per person 

daily consumption, and 2 million daily sales (consumption items: Drifting, triangular plum blossom sea, 

floating bridge viewing area, grass-sliding, nuptial room, restaurant, sales center, fishing and feeding 

crickets, and other miscellaneous fees! They would not spend on the same day, and they might not be 

able to spend on all of them! 

This was considered one of the best 4A scenic spots. Without a new project, the capacity was already at 

its limit. But how could a new project be so easy to build? 

Therefore, before the opening of a new project, the villa would maintain the status quo, maintain the 

quality of service, and let the tourists have a comfortable experience. Then, they would fully operate the 

ranch project. 

The operation of a Ranch was also different from that of a villa. 

First of all, although the domestic Mountain Villas had an entrance fee, most of them were free to enter 

and charged a fee for the items, just like their Linlin Mountain Villa. 

However, in the South, ranches were a unified income fee, because the entire farm was a big project. 

Even if one did not spend anything on the farm, just walking on the grassland and experiencing the farm, 

playing, and being there was equivalent to playing the big project. 

Therefore, Linlin Ranch also had an entrance fee of 88 yuan. It was not expensive. 

a grass field made of grade 2 dog tooth grass had so many attributes and could see so many animals, 

even white peacocks. he believed that countless people would be willing to pay this 88 yuan. 



In other words, just by entering the ranch, with the +2 attribute of being in the frame, 88 yuan was 

worth it. He believed that many people would leave good memories for themselves here through photos 

and videos. 

Of course, the greatest effect of the quality 2 Dogtooth grass was still to attract tourists. 

Since the tourists had entered the ranch, it was impossible for them to just spend the entrance fee. They 

must have other expenses. 

It was rare for them to go on a trip all year round, so no one would be stingy. The key was to have fun. 

In addition to the entrance fee, the first item on Zhao Moyu’s project operation form was the ticket 

package. Spending 100 yuan could get a pasture and feed for the animals, free photos, and take a 

special bus to tour the ranch. 

After all, it would take a long time for tourists to walk alone in the 1000 mu area. In modern society, 

many people would lose their legs from walking, especially delicate women. 

then there was the horse-riding photoshoot event at the racecourse, which cost 50 yuan per person for 

10 minutes. 

In the future, when the second batch of animals came in and there was milk, they could also have the 

50-Yuan milking experience. 

in addition, a sales center should be opened in the ranches as well. after all, this was the main source of 

tourism consumption. however, the sales center in the ranches needed to be built with special 

structures such as Mongolia and large tents. otherwise, it would be too abrupt to build a building. 

In the end, 100 acres of the 1000 acres of grassland were planned to be used for the grassland tent 

experience: 

88 yuan per tent (including waterproof and damp-proof pad) 

The air cushion bed rent was 20 yuan per one. 

Sleeping bag rent: 30 yuan/one 

The rental for a card furnace in winter was 30 yuan per unit. 

This project might become the most popular one. After all, few people in the South had this experience. 

As long as it was done well, he believed that countless people would want to experience it. 

Zhao Moyu’s business list only had these consumption items for the time being. After all, the ranch had 

just started operating, and they had only ordered the first batch of animals. The rest could only be 

perfected later. 

“We’ll go according to your plan.” Qin Lin returned the business project list to Zhao moyin and said 

sincerely, ” “You’ve worked hard.” 

Even though there were only a few business projects, it would take a lot of energy and time to set these 

projects and calculate the pricing, cost, and time. 



“Alright, I’ll go and confirm the tent’s style and construction style,” Zhao moyin said after taking the 

form. 

after I sent out the intention, several tent sales companies sent letters of intent and brought tent-like 

products. They said that they could sponsor us for free in the long run. 
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I’ve already arranged for them to set up sample tents at the planned experience area. 

“En!” Qin Lin laughed. 

It seemed like a good business to rent out things that were given to him for free to tourists. 

Of course, those companies weren’t stupid. They were also interested in the number of tourists in Linlin 

Manor, and the tents were the best advertisement for the Linlin Ranch. 

Moreover, after the Duke rose incident, the number of fans in Linlin Manor had exceeded three million. 

If a video of Linlin Manor was filmed and uploaded to the official account, with the popularity of Linlin 

Manor, the advertising effect would be awesome. 

Therefore, not only would these companies send products, but they would also send the tents of the 

best quality and design. 

Zhao moyin and Qin Lin discussed for a while more before returning to their office. Qin Lin also left the 

villa and headed to the warehouse. 

After Zhao mochen returned to his office, he called Gao Yaoyao to come over. 

Gao Yaoyao was dressed in a coffee-colored manager’s suit. The moment she entered the office, she 

greeted him sweetly, ” “Sister Moxi, I’m here.” 

Her words were filled with sincere respect for Zhao moyin. After all, from the beginning when she was a 

waitress to being a Foreman, a supervisor, and now a manager, she could feel that her boss and lady 

boss were training her and giving her opportunities. 

It could be said that it was the lady boss and the boss who changed her life. Otherwise, how could a 

young girl in her early twenties wear a suit and work as a manager, receiving an enviable salary? 

“how’s the construction of the tents going?” zhao mochen asked. 

She hadn’t managed to poach a Manager position in the service department of the herding area yet. 

When she wasn’t busy at the villa, she would still let Gao Yaoyao keep an eye on some things. 

gao yaoyao immediately replied, ” sister silent, i just went over to take a look. it’s basically all set up. 

we’re just waiting to choose which company’s tent to use. ” 1 

“Which company’s tent do you think is better?” Zhao moyin asked. 



Gao Yaoyao thought for a moment and explained, ” sister silent, I think there are two tentages that are 

very beautiful, but my taste doesn’t represent the masses. I think we can choose some tourists to help 

us choose the tentages of these companies. We’ll choose whichever is the most popular. 

Zhao mochen nodded and agreed, that’s a good idea. We’ll do as you say. Now, you can choose some 

tourists. 

“Okay, sister silent.” After Gao Yaoyao received the order, she left immediately. She returned to her 

office and started thinking about how to invite the visitors. 

He couldn’t invite her openly. Otherwise, if he invited her, the others would kick up a fuss and want to 

follow him in. It would give people a feeling of favoritism. 

She logged into the mountain villa APP’s registration records. 

She was the service manager and had the authority to check the visitor registration records directly at 

the back of the resort app. 

Suddenly, her eyes lit up as she had an idea. She was surprised to find that it was not the first time that 

some of the tourists had come to the villa. They even had previous spending records. 

She immediately operated the machine and picked out the tourists who had come to the villa more than 

once. She found that there were still many people. 

She couldn’t invite so many people to the ranch, so she chose the one that had played at the manor 

more than three times. 

This time, there were only more than 10 visitors. A male tourist named Yang Dong had come more than 

10 times. He would come three or four times a month, almost once a week. 

Gao Yaoyao was a little surprised. 

it seemed that the villa was very attractive to this tourist named yang dong. however, when she saw the 

record of his companions, she was dumbfounded. 

This was because the other party would bring different girls to the villa to play every time. 

This was a super scumbag, right? 

Gao Yaoyao couldn’t be bothered with this. She pulled up the phone numbers of the ten visitors and 

sent a message over. Dear Tourist, as you are an old customer of our villa, we will give you a special 

benefit today. You will have the priority to experience the Linlin Ranch and participate in the selection of 

tents. The tent you choose may become the landscape of the ranch in the future. If you are interested, 

please go to the entrance of the ranch to register. 

After he finished editing, he clicked send. 

... 

Yang Dong was a programmer from a big company in Ming city. His income was not low, more than 

30000 Yuan a month. 



However, he was an old leftover man, and because he had little contact with women, he couldn’t find a 

suitable one. 

The only opportunity for him to come into contact with women was through blind dates, introduced by 

friends, at the same time, and by relatives. Especially in the past three months, he had gone on blind 

dates almost once a week. 

He wasn’t a sentimental person and didn’t know where to go for a blind date, so every time he thought 

of bringing his blind date partner to Linlin villa, he repeated this. 

He was very familiar with Linlin villa, but every blind date was not satisfactory. He did not like those 

women who were on blind dates. They gave him the feeling that they were fake. 

However, the blind date experience this time was different. After spending a day in Linlin villa, he liked 

the other party’s three views, the way she dealt with people, and even her voice. 

For the first time, he had a strong psychological fluctuation during a blind date and wanted to be with 

the other party. 

“hu jing, be my girlfriend!” yang dong finally mustered up his courage. 

Well, this was the way a programmer confessed. Direct, decisive, and straight-forward without any 

tactfulness. 

The girl named Hu Jing was stunned. Wasn’t this too direct? It was only the first day. 

She felt that Yang Dong wasn’t bad and wanted to keep in touch with him. After thinking for a while, she 

said, ” “Yang Dong, do you see the farm not far away? isn’t it beautiful? When we can enter Linlin Ranch 

together, let’s date!” 

She knew that the farm was not open yet. 

He was going back to Ming city with Yang Dong today. Even if he came back, it would take some time. 

There was enough time to get to know each other. 

At this moment, Yang Dong felt his phone vibrate. A message came in. 

Dear Tourist, as you are an old customer of our villa, we will give you a benefit today. You can have the 

priority to experience the Linlin Ranch first. 

When Yang Dong saw this message, his face revealed a look of excitement. Hu Jing said that they could 

date when they could enter Linlin Ranch to play, right? 

At the thought of this, he excitedly went up to Hu Jing, hugged her head, and kissed her on the lips. 

Hu Jing was stunned. She subconsciously pushed Yang Dong away and glared at him.”what are you 

doing?” 

This sudden attack had caused her impression of Yang Dong to plummet. 

Yang Dong immediately showed her the message. you said that we’ll date each other when we can enter 

Linlin Ranch. You’re my girlfriend now. 



Alright, this was the way a programmer understood things. It was still so direct and so aggressive. 1 

When Hu Jing saw the text message that Yang Dong had received on his phone, she was dumbfounded! 

There’s such a thing? 1 
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At the entrance of Linlin Ranch. 

Yang Dong had an excited expression on his face as he pulled Hu Jing’s hand and ran over. 

In the heart of a programmer like him, Hu Jing was his girlfriend because he had kissed her and she had 

not fallen out with him. Now that she was even holding his hand, she was his girlfriend. 

Therefore, when dating a programmer, girls should not beat around the bush. If you were more direct, 

the other party would be more direct. 

Hu Jing’s pretty face was still a little dazed. She felt like she had been sold out after coming out to play 

once. 

“Yang Dong,” she asked uncertainly,”are you sure you didn’t discuss this with Linlin Manor beforehand? 

did you do this on purpose?” 

Yang Dong felt wronged,”how could I have the ability to make Linlin Manor do such a thing for me?” 

Wouldn’t I be awesome if I did that?” 

Hu Jing also secretly thought that her thoughts were running wild. She had only said those words 

casually. How could the other party have made arrangements in an instant? 

However, was this a coincidence arranged by the heavens? 1 

Girls were always more emotional. 

Besides, Yang Dong had kissed her on the lips and held her hand. They should just be together! 

It was also at this moment that Yang Dong and Hu Jing saw a group of people rushing over. There were 

couples and families of three. 

“This is the place.” 

I’ve already seen the ranch. It’s spectacular even from afar. 

I was wondering when I could go in and play. I didn’t expect there to be benefits! 

“......” 

The conversation between these people also allowed Yang Dong and Hu Jing to know that there were 

other people who had received the message. 

A moment later. 



Gao Yaoyao brought two service staff to the entrance of the ranch to help Yang Dong and the other 

tourists register. 

she sent messages to 10 visitors, but only 5 of them came. in addition to the 5 visitors, there were 16 

people in total. 

The other five tourists were either in the middle of a drifting or were not at the resort at all, so they did 

not come. 

However, since she had already sent the message, she would just leave a waiter to wait at the entrance 

of the ranch and receive the other five tourists when they came. 

dear tourists, welcome to this welfare event. I will now lead you to visit the Linlin Ranch, which is about 

to open to the public. You will also participate in the selection of tents in the tent experience area. The 

tents you choose will be kept by the Linlin Ranch. 

Gao Yaoyao said to Yang Dong and the other tourists with a sweet smile. Then, she led the way and 

invited these people into the farm. 

Yang Dong and the others were obviously in high spirits, because the Linlin Manor was famous enough, 

and the Linlin Ranch incident had long been very popular on the internet. 

Now that they had the chance to experience it before the other visitors, they felt a sense of superiority. 

They felt that this experience could be posted on their WeChat moments to make people envious. 

With that thought in mind, the tourists followed Gao Yaoyao into the farm. After walking for a short 

while, a vast green grassland appeared in front of them. 

The fragrance of the grass, which was only described in books, assailed his nose. It was intoxicating and 

indescribable. 

At that moment, they had no other thoughts. They only felt a sense of shock. 

It was so spectacular and beautiful! 

a feeling of comfort and carefreeness arose spontaneously. 

With the +2 green grass fragrance,+2 open mood,+2 carefreeness, and +2 viewing ability, no visitor 

could resist the effects of these attributes. 

“Yang Dong, it’s so beautiful, so spectacular!” When Hu Jing saw the scene in front of her, she grabbed 

Yang Dong’s arm with both hands in excitement. 

She had never seen a grassland before. She had only seen it in videos, and the grasslands in those videos 

were very attractive. 

However, compared to the scene in front of her, she suddenly realized that the grassland in the video 

was far inferior. 

She immediately took out her phone and started taking pictures of the endless green grass. 



The other tourists were also shocked and started to discuss. They all took out their mobile phones and 

started to film. There was no exception. 

A small sightseeing bus drove over. 

Gao Yaoyao also said to Yang Dong and the others, ” dear tourists, please follow me to the bar. We’ll 

start to tour the entire Ranch. 

Yang Dong and the others did not hesitate and followed him onto the sightseeing bus. 

this kind of sightseeing minibus was transparent in all directions. when it started, it was very 

comfortable to have the wind blowing in the face during this season in the south. 

mom, look! There are rabbits and alpacas! A child’s cheer sounded. 

the others all looked over, and there were indeed animals in the farm. 

These animals were moving freely on the grass, each of them very satisfied. 

They also became the best embellishments of the grassland, adding a touch of vitality to the 

indescribable beauty. 

“Hu Jing, look over there. It’s so beautiful.” Yang Dong suddenly pointed in another direction not far 

away. 

Hu Jing looked over and covered her mouth in disbelief. that’s a Peacock! A Peacock that’s completely 

white! It’s so beautiful! Look, it’s spreading its tail! 

Hu Jing’s voice was already trembling with excitement. 

she had seen peacocks before, but she had never seen a white peacock that looked so beautiful from 

afar. 

the other people in the car were also attracted by the white peacock. 

As the mini buses approached, the White peacocks looked even more charming. Two of the White 

peacocks spread their beautiful tails toward the mini buses, as if they were welcoming the tourists. 

At that moment, Yang Dong and the other tourists only felt that The White Peacock was as elegant as a 

noble. 

Hu Jing took out her phone and started taking pictures of The White Peacock. 

Photogenic +2, The White Peacock in the video was even more beautiful. 

She looked at The White Peacock in the video as if it was the peacock fairy in white. 
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It was a wonderful feeling that came out of nowhere. It should have been like this. 



The White Peacock’s +2 in aesthetics,+2 in elegance,+2 in photogenic appeal, coupled with the 2 quality 

Dogtooth grass, it was definitely a shocking sight. 

Hu Jing couldn’t help but upload the video to her WeChat moments. She was going to share it with her 

friends. 

Or rather, she wanted to show off. 

After all, she was one of the first people to take pictures of such a beautiful scene. Linlin Ranch was not 

open yet, so other tourists could not enter even if they wanted to. 

It didn’t take long for Hu Jing to see that the video had a few more likes and comments after she posted 

it on her moments. 

it’s so beautiful. Is this a Peacock? ” 

Jingjing, what is this place? it’s so beautiful! 

beauty Hu, please recommend me. I want to go to this place. 

“......” 

When Hu Jing saw the comments on her moments, she smiled and replied in unison, ” This was Linlin 

villa’s Ranch. She was lucky enough to be the first group of tourists to come in for free. It was so 

beautiful. 

He had a sense of superiority. 

The same thing happened to the other visitors. 

The beautiful scenery of Linlin villa and the incredibly beautiful white peacock became the capital for 

their circle of friends to show off. 

Next, Yang Dong and the other tourists saw the race track on the tour bus and the group of horses 

running inside. 

To be honest, they were all Southerners and had never seen so many horses in real life. 

Unfortunately, they couldn’t get a closer look on the sightseeing bus. 

Yang Dong and the others had also discovered that there was a small path leading to the race track in 

the endless green. It seemed that walking around was more fun than taking a small bus. 

Yang Dong immediately decided that he would bring Hu Jing here again after the opening of Linlin 

Manor, instead of taking the sightseeing bus. 

As they moved forward, Gao Yaoyao brought Yang Dong and the other tourists to their destination, the 

grassland tent experience area. 

The 100 acres of grassland here were surrounded by wooden fences. On the more than 100 acres of 

grassland, only six or seven lonely tents could be seen being set up, and people busy outside the tents. 



These people were, of course, the people from the tent sales company. They were working hard to set 

up their own tents and decorate them, hoping that the people from Linlin Manor would choose them. 

They had been given a mission when they came. As long as they could get Linlin villa to choose their 

company’s tent, they would not only get a bonus, but also a holiday. 

gao yaoyao led yang dong and the rest of the tourists down the small bus. at the same time, she said, ” 

dear visitors, you can try out these tents later. You can tell me which tent you like the most and which 

one is the most comfortable. 

I’ll register your choice here. Your choice may become the decision of our villa. In the future, tourists will 

use the tents you choose. 

Actually, she was just trying to get the tourists to help her make her own choices. However, Gao 

Yaoyao’s words were still very artistic. Therefore, with her words, Yang Dong and the others 

immediately had the spirit of a host and a sense of participation. All of them were eager to try. 

...... 

After Qin Lin left the mountain villa, the first thing he did was to head to the warehouse and enter the 

game. 

However, he didn’t immediately take the little lion out of the game. Instead, he accompanied it to play 

for a long time on the ranch. After all, it only took less than an hour to go back and forth, and it was too 

fast to bring a horse back. 

After some time, he held the lion cub’s head and logged out of the game. He then brought the lion cub 

to the truck. 

* Chirp! * 

“Chirp, chirp!” 

The little lion saw the new environment and cautiously called out to its surroundings. 

Qin Lin quickly comforted the little lion and said, ” be good. I’ll bring you to your new home. It’s bigger 

there, and you can run as you please. You also have your companions. 

He didn’t know if the little lion understood him, but it quieted down. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin got out of the car and got into the driver’s seat again. He started the truck and drove 

out of the warehouse, heading to the villa’s Ranch. 

While Qin Lin was driving, he would look back to check on the little lion from time to time. 

He didn’t want to tie the little lion to the car, but he was also afraid that the little lion would fall off the 

car, so he didn’t dare to drive too fast. 

After about 15 minutes of walking, Qin Lin was about to turn back to look at the little lion behind him 

when he suddenly heard a chirping sound in his ear! * Chirp! * The horse neighed. 

He looked out of the car window in shock. 



The little lion had gotten off the truck and was running beside it. 

* Chirp! * * Chirp! * 

Qin Lin looked at it and saw that it was calling out to him happily. 

Qin Lin inexplicably felt that she was urging him to hurry up. 

He didn’t know if it was an illusion. 

Fortunately, they had already entered the special road of the villa. If the little lion wanted to follow the 

car, he could let it follow. It would be troublesome to get it into the car on the road. 

This scene shocked the people who came out of the villa. Many cars passed by and rolled down their 

Windows. Many people in the cars even took out their mobile phones to take pictures and exclaim, ” 

that horse is pure white. What a handsome horse! 

“Is this a horse from Linlin Manor? It’s following the car.” 

I heard that pure white horses are rare. Honey, have you taken a video? ” 

“......” 

Qin Lin naturally noticed these people’s attention, but he ignored them. He quickly turned into another 

passage dedicated to the ranch and entered the ranch. 

After parking the car at the ranch, Qin Lin got out of the car. The little lion ran to him, chirping and 

rubbing its head against him. 
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Without waiting for Qin Lin to speak, the little lion chirped again and ran into the depths of the pasture 

happily. 

Qin Lin wasn’t surprised to see this. After all, according to the game notes, the little lion was very 

intelligent. In this endless pasture, it could naturally guess where it was. 

However, it seemed to be heading in the direction of the race track. 

If there was a purpose behind this, it would be a bit impressive. 

Qin Lin thought about it and walked towards the race track. 

However, at this moment, the staff of the ranch was attracted by a white figure. The snow-white Horse 

galloped past them at an incredible speed. 

At the race track. 

The 55 horses were either lowering their heads to eat the pasture, lying on the grass and rubbing against 

the pasture, or being comforted by a few tamer apprentices. 



After Lin Zhen finished teaching them, they would excitedly comfort the horses every day to make them 

happy. This was partly because of the higher salary as a tamer and partly because they had never seen a 

horse before. Now that they could interact with one, they were very enthusiastic. 

” big brother pang, when are you going to teach us how to ride a horse? ” A tamer apprentice said to a 

middle-aged man who was checking the horseshoes of a horse. 

There was a horse-riding event in the ranch, and it was 50 yuan per person for 10 minutes. There were 

55 horses here, and 35 of them were adult horses. When they were opened, they could earn 1750 Yuan 

in 10 minutes, and in theory, they could earn 10500 Yuan in an hour. 

Therefore, he had to hire a horse-riding coach. 

Pang Bo was the horse-riding coach that head hunters had hired. He had also just arrived two days ago. 

After that, he would also teach these tamer apprentices the most basic horse riding skills, at least so 

that they could hold the horse and serve the tourists. 

“We’ll talk about it after you’ve mastered the skill of comforting horses.” Pang Bo replied and continued 

to check the horseshoes. 

After checking one horse, he would check the next one. 

However, at that moment, pang Bo noticed that the horses around him had suddenly become restless. 

The tamer apprentices who were pacifying the horses also noticed the abnormality. The horses they 

were pacifying suddenly looked out of the race track. 

It was also at this moment that the loud neigh of a horse rang out outside the race track. 

This cry made the horses around them even more restless. 

When pang Bo heard the horse’s cry, he subconsciously walked over to the guardrail of the race track 

and looked out. He saw a snow-white, traceless figure quickly running towards the race track. 

Pang Bo was in disbelief when he saw the scene. The abnormality of the horses was clearly caused by 

the White Horse, and the key was that the horse was very fast. 

This speed was probably even faster than the expensive Ferghana horses raised by the rich for horse 

racing. 

The key was, where did this White Horse come from? 

While pang Bo was still in shock, the White Horse had already rushed in front of him and leaped up in 

front of him, like a brave warhorse that had crossed the fence specially built by the ranch. 

Oh my God! pang Bo exclaimed in shock as he looked at the White Horse entering the horse racing field. 

“Chirp, chirp!” 

“Chirp, chirp!” 

The little lion cried out. It was obviously very happy to see its companions around it. It was the first time 

it had seen so many companions. 



However, when the little lion cried out, the 55 horses became even more agitated. Then, they lowered 

their heads one by one, as if they were commoners who had met a superior and were showing respect. 

The little lion seemed to be chirping even more happily, and began to run quickly on its four limbs. It 

seemed to have remembered that its master had told it that it could run without fear. 

This time, something even more surprising happened to pang Bo and the other tamers. They saw that 

after the White Horse galloped, the other 55 horses actually followed it. 

Their synchronized movements were like ten thousand horses galloping. Not long after, the 55 horses on 

the ranch were left far behind by the White Horse. 

to everyone’s surprise, the white horse looked back and actually stopped to wait for the 55 horses. it 

only started running again after the 55 horses caught up. 

One of the tamer apprentices asked in surprise, ” “pang jie, brother pang, what’s with this white horse? 

And these horses?” 

horse King. It’s the legendary horse King. pang bo’s eyes widened in shock as he muttered to himself. 

When he was learning how to ride a horse, he had heard the story of a horse King. He had even been to 

a real grassland and seen a real herd of wild horses. There was a horse King in the herd, and the horse 

King would lead the wild horses to gallop together, like a general leading a group of soldiers. 

But these were man-made horses. What was with the White Horse? The moment he appeared, he was 

recognized by the horses and became the horse King. 

No one would believe such a thing, right? 

When Qin Lin walked into the race track, he was also surprised to see the scene of the little lion leading 

the horses running wildly. 

“Boss!” 

“Boss!” 

The tamer apprentices immediately greeted Qin Lin respectfully when they saw him. 

Pang Bo also asked with a hint of respect, ” “Boss, did you bring back the White Horse King?” 

“En!” Qin Lin nodded, but he was surprised when the other party called the little lion the White Horse 

King. 

The little lion had obviously noticed that he had entered the race track, and ran over to him with the 

horses. 

The little lion stopped in front of Qin Lin and trotted towards him. 

Pang Bo was very curious about the horse King. Seeing it run over, he wanted to go forward to check it 

out and even reach out to touch it. 

When the little lion saw his actions, it avoided his hand in disgust and did not let him touch it at all. It 

even looked at him in disgust. 



Pang Bo was stunned when he saw the look in her eyes. He felt that something was wrong. 

 


